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iSAGE Toolbox

1. SIGNPOSTS TO SUSTAINABILITY

2. SAGEGUARD

2.1 SAGEGUARD.NET

2.2 SAGEGUARD CARDS



Produce a toolbox for industry stakeholders (inc. farmers) to find 
information about sustainability and sustainable practices within 

the sheep and goat sector

• To include a list of indicators and recommendations 
(Sageguard.net & Sageguard Cards)

• And tools suitable for practical decision making (Signposts to 
Sustainability & Sageguard.net)

Aim



▪ iSAGE partners select sustainability indicators 
that they felt were relevant

▪ Sustainability questions in the PG Tool

→ SIGNPOSTS TO SUSTAINABILITY

Developing the Toolbox



▪ PG Tool adapted for a quick online assessment

▪ Series of questions:   Yes No

+ a third option when necessary, e.g. unknown

▪ Basis for the iSAGE Toolbox

1. SIGNPOSTS TO SUSTAINABILITY



Comprised of:

1. SIGNPOSTS TO SUSTAINABILITY

• 5 Dimensions

• 3 Themes

• 3 Sub themes

• 3 Indicator questions



5 dimensions 
of Sustainability and Livestock

1. SIGNPOSTS TO SUSTAINABILITY



Each dimension has 3 associated themes

Livestock

▪Animal Health

▪Animal Welfare

▪ Livestock Management

1. SIGNPOSTS TO SUSTAINABILITY



Each theme has 3 sub 
themes

Livestock management

▪ Flock productivity

▪Genetic selection

▪Grazing

1. SIGNPOSTS TO SUSTAINABILITY



Series of indicators associated 
with each sub theme 

Flock productivity

▪ Lambing success

▪Weaning success

▪ Culling practices  

1. SIGNPOSTS TO SUSTAINABILITY



1. SIGNPOSTS TO SUSTAINABILITY

Excel background



Answer the question associated with the indicator

Lambing success

✓Do you lose over 5% of lambs between birth and weaning?

YES NO

1. SIGNPOSTS TO SUSTAINABILITY

question / answer



1. SIGNPOSTS TO SUSTAINABILITY

results summary



2. SAGEGUARD
WEBSITE and CARDS



2. SAGEGUARD

▪Decision support tool

▪ Find information to help move towards 
a more sustainable system

▪A set of links to further information 
provided for each subtheme / question 



2.1 SAGEGUARD.NET
NAVIGATION



▪Home page describes 
how to use the Toolbox

▪Choose where to start:

•Explore dimensions or 
themes

• Find help with an issue

2.1 SAGEGUARD.NET



▪ Exploring the Dimension

Environmental integrity

▪ Theme 

Ecological

2.1 SAGEGUARD.NET



▪Dimension 

Environmental integrity

▪ Theme 

Ecological

▪ Sub Theme 

Soil

2.1 SAGEGUARD.NET



2.1 SAGEGUARD.NET

▪ Indicator question

Erosion

▪ Responsive design 

for mobile



2.2 SAGEGUARD CARDS



2.2 SAGEGUARD CARDS

▪An offline set of cards 

arranged in a similar manner 

to Signposts to Sustainability

▪Designed to provoke thought 

and discussion



2.2 SAGEGUARD CARDS



Each farm has a unique set of circumstances…

Sustainability on your farm



▪ To trial the website and the sustainability tool

▪ Please write down or discuss any comments

▪ Further comments….. 

email to → lisa.a@organicresearchcentre.com

Thankyou!

Visit → sageguard.net

mailto:lisa.a@organicresearchcentre.com
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Thank ewe!



Toolbox Team
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What is a toolbox? What our toolbox should be?

Design - iSAGE background

= design hints = concept hints

Task 1.4: Toolbox development 

Partners involved: 30 (ORC - leader), 12 (UNIVPM), 16 (CSIC). 

Review the results of tasks 1.2 and 1.3 and use the results to develop recommendations and advice on tools for 

practical decision-making. These will be made available online. The toolbox will be available in English, Italian, 

Greek and Spanish. The activities and workshops in this WP involving stakeholders will be utilised to ensure that the 

toolbox is user-friendly and the recommendations are relevant to industry stakeholders. This activity will be 

coordinated through WP6 to avoid overlap of requests from other WPs and ensure efficient collection of data. 

The outcome of this task will be a tool box of recommendations regarding indicators (especially for social, economic 

and animal welfare) and tools suitable for practical decision-making. This toolbox will be translated into Spanish, 

Italian and Greek as well as being available in English. 



What is the PG Tool from a design point of view:

▪ a huge(!) Excel worksheet

▪ a list of indicators (e.g. ‘Erosion’) nested in a list of topics (e.g. 
‘Soil’) nested in a list of dimensions (e.g. ‘Environmental’)

▪mostly recommendations, few direct questions 
some tips for practical decision-making

Design - PG Tool background



How to match content with container?

Design - shaping the idea

How to match function with functionality 
(=features)? 

PG Tool

user*-friendly

practical decision making

Toolbox 

1.4

FARMER

user*



How to match content with container?

Design - address the target

How to match function with functionality 
(=features)? 

recommendations and advice

portability

practical decision making

FARMER

target

CARDS

in a 

wheel

Toolbox 

1.4



▪ The concept. If you have a smartphone or a penknife in your 
pocket, you can have Sageguard Cards as well, maybe as your 
keyring

▪ The meaning. Not to study, not to just play with, you can use 
these cards as a starting point towards a sustainable system

▪ The symbol. The playing cards as a game, or the tarot ones as a 
way to tell a story about someone, are both an ancient symbol 
and part of everyday life from the Far Eastern countries to the 
European ones

Design - the concept



Design
first draft



Design
final version



▪ Each dimension (e.g. ‘Livestock’) has a colour (e.g. ‘oxblood’).
Each subtheme (e.g. ‘Soil’) has an icon to better visualise it.
Each indicator card (e.g. ‘Erosion-Compaction-Quality’) has a 
number to better remember it when you want to search for it

▪At the end of every dimension there is also a QR code that links 
directly to the iSAGE website. At the bottom of every indicator 
card there is instead the link to the Sageguard.net website

▪ The pattern of lines and circles echoes the paths / furrows 
and the moon / crop rotation, or the notes (lines) we can jot 
down to intercept the farm’s world closed system (circles)

Design - the graphics



▪ The subtheme cards are now single posts, everyone within their 
categories (dimension and theme) and tags (keywords for search)

▪ The categories are also pages showed in the breadcrumbs and in 
the navigation menu

▪ The questions in the indicator cards are now replaced with the links, 
guidelines towards sustainability

▪ The pattern of Sageguard Cards is used as a button to click on the 
topic, and the icon of every subtheme is now a full size image 
displayed alongside the links 

▪ The responsive design supports usability, no matter the device

Design - online adaptation



▪ The CMS (Content Management System) is WordPress, released 
under a GNU General Public License (GNU GPL or GPL), a 
widely-used free software license that guarantees end users the 
freedom to run, study, share, and modify the software

▪ The hosting server is Bluehost, recommended by WordPress.org 
since 2005

▪ The printing press is FSC (Forest Stewardship Council) certified

Design - the sustainability



…Do you understand the name?

recommendations

a starting point towards a sustainable 
system

an ancient symbol 
the moon / crop rotation

guidelines towards sustainability

SAFGEGUARD



Thank ewe!


